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• Currently, perhaps more than ever, we require timely 
information on individual well-being.

• A number of people argue that this is the metric by which all 
government policies should be evaluated (Frijters, P., Clark, 
A.E., Krekel, C., and Layard, R. (2020). "A happy choice: 
Wellbeing as the goal of government". Behavioural Public 
Policy, 4, 126–165.)

• The correlations between policy variables and subjective 
well-being is one way of establishing how important 
outcomes are relative to each other: these are the trade-offs
required for well-being policy.



• Traditional surveys have drawbacks in this respect.

• Frequency of measurement. Most were annual, although 
many have been supplemented with special Covid waves.

•But we are still far from the almost daily measurement of 
the Gallup-Sharecare Well-Being Index survey in the US 
(350 days per year).



There is also ongoing 
concern about long-run 
trends in response rates 
in traditional surveys.

This is a problem if non-
response is not random



•Complementary sources of data may be needed.

• The connected world can help.

•Google, Facebook, Twitter etc. provide very-large 
numbers of observations at high frequency. 

• This, for example, allows for the study of sentiment 
immediately before, during and after events in a way 
that is often not possible with traditional surveys



• The current paper was born out of the debate over the policies 
to be followed following the start of the Covid pandemic.

• This debate was often couched in terms of public health versus 
economic activity.

•Although many more domains will be affected, such as 
pollution, crime, commuting and trust in the government. 
(Layard, R., Clark, A., De Neve, J.-E., Krekel, C., Fancourt, D., 
Hey, N., and O’Donnell, G. (2020). "When to release the 
lockdown: A wellbeing framework for analysing costs and 
benefits". Centre for Economic Performance, Occasional Paper 
No. 49)



• The domain that interested us here was mental health, 
and how this was related to both the pandemic and the 
government’s policy response to it.

•We specifically considered the role of lockdowns.

•And tried to evaluate their effect on individual 
sentiment using the power of the internet.



What happened to people’s internet search activities 
before and after lockdown in Europe and in America?



•We use Google trends data.

• This has been successfully used in previous work to 
predict: 

•Disease outbreaks (Carneiro and Mylonakis, 2009)

• Tourism flows (Siliverstovs and Wochner, 2018) 

• Trading behaviour in financial markets (Preis et al., 2013)



•We compare the evolution in well-being related searches 
pre- and post-lockdown in 2020 (from January 1st to April 
10th) to the same dates in 2019.

• This ensures that seasonal changes within countries (or 
within States in the US) do not drive our findings.

•We set out a pre-analysis plan (OSF; https://osf.io/4ywjc/) of 
the terms that we wished to analyse in Google Trends data 
in 2019 and 2020.

https://osf.io/4ywjc/


•Google Trends data provides an unfiltered sample of search 
requests made to Google. 

• It supplies an index for search intensity by topic over the time 
period requested in a geographical area

• This is the number of searches that day for the specified topic 
divided by the maximum number of daily searches for this 
topic over the time period in that geographical area. 

• The index is scaled from 0-100, where 100 is the day with the 
most searches for that topic (over the time period).



•A search-term query on Google Trends returns searches for an 
exact search-term

•A topic query includes related search terms (in any language).

•We submitted the 13 following well-being related topic search-
terms to Google Trends: Boredom, Contentment, Divorce, 
Impairment, Irritability, Loneliness, Panic, Sadness, Sleep, 
Stress, Suicide, Well-being and Worry

•We tried to choose topics that are close to the 12 different 
items in the widely-used General Health Questionnaire



• Life is not always easy…

•Daily data is only provided for query periods under 9 months 

•Weekly data is provided for query periods between 9 months 
and 5 years. 

•We downloaded daily data for the periods between January 1st

and April 10th in both 2019 and 2020. 



•But these are not comparable as they come from two separate 
daily requests

• The scaling factors are not the same: A figure of 40, say, during 
the 2019 period may well reflect fewer searches than a figure 
of 35 in the 2020 period. 

•We thus have to rescale the daily data for each period by the 
respective weekly search-interest weights that we calculate 
using weekly data available continuously over the entire period 
between January 1st 2019 to April 10th 2020.



• We collected these search data for countries that had 
introduced a full lockdown by the end of the period 
considered. 

• This produces data on nine Western European countries: 
Austria, Belgium, France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, 
Spain and the United Kingdom. 

•We also ran a comparable analysis at the State level in the US



• Lockdowns did not occur at the same date:



The variable Xi-1,c is the lagged number of new COVID-19 

deaths per day per million in the country or State



A preliminary graphical 
analysis reveals sharp 
jumps in searches for 
boredom in both the US 
and Europe.

There are also rises for 
loneliness and sadness, 
more so in Europe.



•Boredom rose in the US before the official lockdown

• This could show the effect of partial lockdowns (such as schools 
and venues)

•Or anticipation of the lockdown to come



The formal DiD
analysis shows 
the size of the 
jump in sentiment 
pre- vs. post-
lockdown in 2020 
(as against the 
same change in 
2019). 



• The pattern is remarkably similar in the US and Europe.
• Although the rise in boredom and loneliness is smaller.
• And well-being rises, rather than falls, in the US.



• The switch in the well-being sign is related to the date at which 
lockdown was implemented.

• The US locked down later.

• Splitting Europe into early and late lockdowns (the latter are 
Ireland, Portugal and the UK), we find a positive well-being 
effect for the later-lockdown group. 

• Those entering lockdowns later may be less stressed as they 
have seen the public-health benefits in countries entering 
lockdown earlier.



• These are large effects. That for boredom is two standard 
deviations in Europe, and over one Standard deviation in the 
US. 

• The loneliness and worry coefficients are over one half of a 
standard deviation in Europe, but lower in the US.

• The estimated SD effect of 9/11 on mental health was 0.1 to 
0.3 (Tsai and Venkataramani, 2015) and depression of 0.5 
(Knudsen et al., 2005) in the US, and an effect on psychological 
well-being in the UK of 0.07 (Metcalfe et al., 2011). 

• The Boston Bombing had an estimated effect on happiness and 
net affect of one-third of a standard deviation (Clark et al., 
2020).



Adaptation to Lockdown?

Event-study analyses show 
some dropping off of 
loneliness in Europe.

Sleep and stress also bounce 
back, but well-being gets 
worse.

There may be a limit to how 
long we can stay locked down, 
in terms of our mental health



• The DiD compares before to after.

• The event-study graphs show how well-being moves around 
from week to week.

•A regression discontinuity is a formal test of an immediate 
structural well-being break caused by lockdown.

•We compare the 2020 breaks to those estimated over the same 
period in 2019 (an RDD-DiD estimation).



RDD DiD example: boredom in Western Europe

The break in the two parametric series fitted pre- vs. post- in 2020 (on 
the left) is compared to the same break fitted in 2019 (on the right).



And the formal regression yields the estimated coefficient:



• The Conclusion is that the initial lockdown had significant well-
being effects.

• These costs should enter in the cost-benefit calculus of 
pandemic policy.

•We find later lockdowns were less harmful than earlier ones. 

•But with the data we had, we did not analyse second or third 
(or …) lockdowns.



• It is important to distinguish the effect of the treatment from 
that of the illness

• The pandemic has of course affected us all in its own right.

•We controlled for the daily new death rate in our analysis: this 
is a confounder as it reduces well-being and makes lockdown 
more likely. 

•But other measures of infection may also play separate roles.



• Sentiment data is not perfect.

• It shows the average sentiment of Google search users (or 
more accurately the average sentiment of each search 
request).

•Although 89% of European households had home internet 
access in 2018.

• The situation is much worse for, say Twitter. Even amongst 
incredibly-social Economists, only under 3% could be linked to 
a Twitter account.



•A more general measure, without selection, may come from 
the analysis of gait in public spaces (Bianchi-Berthouze, N., & 
Kleinsmith, A. (2014). Automatic recognition of affective body 
expressions. In R. A. Calvo, S. K. D'Mello, J. Gratch, A. Kappas
(Eds.), The Oxford Handbook of Affective Computing).

•Google Trends does not have demographic information: we 
cannot say whether the older or those with children suffered 
more from lockdown.

• Some progress could come from sentiments recorded by 
smartphone users (Mappiness)



And we shouldn’t be quite ready yet to write off surveys.

The online COME-HERE survey from the University of 
Luxembourg conducted with Qualtrics covers representative 
samples in France, Germany, Italy, Spain and Sweden.  

The first four waves of the survey were conducted around late 
April, early June, early August, and late November 2020. 

At least four more waves are planned to take place in 2021








